INTRODUCTION

In recent years the Bossa Nova has become much more than just a passing fancy on the American musical scene. The guitar is a very important part of the Bossa Nova style and the great Brazilian composers responsible for many of our "standards" are all guitarists: Antonio Carlos Jobim, Luiz Bonfa, Laurindo Almeida, Baden Powell and Joao Gilberto.

The basic rhythm pattern for guitar accompaniment is as follows:

But there are many variations in the Bossa Nova rhythm patterns, some of which are shown here:

In the following rhythm pattern notice the first beat and chord change of each measure is anticipated:

EXPLANATION OF FINGERINGS

Encircled numbers 1 — 6 indicate the string to be used.
Roman numerals indicate the fret position.
Arabic numerals (1, 2, 3, 4) indicate the proper left-hand fingerings.

For example: The "G" chord in the third position (III) may look like this:
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| CORCOVAO
(Quiet Nights of Quiet Stars)           | Jobim                     | 7    |
| DEIXA (Let Me)                              | Baden Powell              | 4    |
| DESTINO                                     | Almeida                   | 10   |
| GAROTA DE IPANEMA (The Girl From Ipanema)   | Jobim-De Moraes           | 2    |
| HERE LIES LOVE                              | Marshall-Mosher           | 16   |
| HO-BA-LA-LA                                 | Gilberto                  | 11   |
| INSENSATEZ
(How Insensitive)                    | Jobim-De Moraes           | 13   |
| JOURNEY TO RECIFE                           | Richard Evans             | 17   |
| LUCIANA                                     | Jobim-De Moraes           | 18   |
| MEDITACAO
(Meditation)                           | Jobim-Mendonca            | 14   |
| MENINA FLOR                                 | Bonfa-Toledo              | 22   |
| O BARQUINHO
(Little Boat)                            | Boscoli-Menescal         | 12   |
| REZA                                        | Lobo-Guerra               | 19   |
| SAMBA DE UMA NOTA SO
(One Note Samba)                            | Jobim-Mendonca            | 5    |
| SAMBALERO
(With Love)                              | Bonfa                     | 8    |
| SÓZINHA NÃO                                 | Chico                     | 20   |
| THESE ARE THE WAYS OF LOVE                 | Marshall-Mosher           | 9    |
| TRISTEZA EM MIM                             | Tavares-Guimarães         | 21   |
| UM ABRACO NO BONFA                          | Gilberto                  | 6    |
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